I. INTRODUCTION
T HE nanoperm-type Fe-M-B alloys, where M is an early transition metal such as Zr, Nb, Mo etc., are extensively studied in amorphous and nanocrystalline states because of their excellent soft magnetic and mechanical properties. Recently, many papers are devoted to FeMoCuB systems [1] - [3] due to potential applications as magnetocaloric materials. It was shown that addition of Cu as nanocrystal-refining element and Mo as paramagnetic element significantly reduce the value of Curie temperature , while the crystallization temperature increases. Moreover, both and parameters can be tuned by proper Fe to B ratio and in this way optimize the magnitude of magnetocaloric effect at room and higher temperatures.
The near-surface region of FeMoCuB ribbons was investigated with the emphasis on the nanocrystallization process and roughness of the surface layers [4] , [5] . Depending on the conditions of the planar flow casting process either one side or both sides of ribbon in as-quenched state exhibit the presence of the surface crystalline phase penetrating a few hundred nanometers into the ribbon depth, while the remainder is fully amorphous. Quality of the surface of the quenching wheel, not ideally controllable conditions of preparation process and the insufficient quenching rates are considered to be the main sources of the surface irregularities. However, the origin of "air pockets" during preparation increases the roughness of the side in direct contact with quenching wheel (wheel side) in comparison to the opposite (air) side. The measured root mean square values are in the range from tenths to units of micrometers.
The present work is devoted to the magnetic properties of newly developed alloys, where 36% of Fe amount in the original system is substituted by Ni. Attempts to implement the nickel into the FINEMET and NANOPERM materials have shown an increase of and connected with magnetic hardening in as-cast amorphous samples. Additional annealing at temperatures around causes the decrease of coercive field related to the formation of single nanocrystalline -(Ni, Fe) or -(Ni, Fe) phases, which are combined at higher annealing temperatures with the tetragonal Fe-B phases bringing strong magneto-crystalline anisotropy that markedly detracts the magnetic softness [6] , [7] . On the other hand, the surface properties of Ni-enriched alloys stay completely unexplored. Motivation for this paper is, therefore, twofold. The microstructure of approximately 2 cm long sample from the air and wheel ribbon side was scanned by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using radiation nm in Bragg-Brentano geometry, detecting the area from depth about 10 m. To improve the surface sensitivity of incident X-rays the in-plane diffraction is used as well. Because the beam is incident at a grazing angle, the penetration depth of the beam is limited to within about 100 nm of the surface (GIXRD). The morphology and the surface roughness were also observed using a Jeol JSM 6460 Scanning Electron Microscope operated at 20 kV.
Mössbauer spectra of 2 cm long ribbons were measured at room temperature (RT) in scattering geometry by detecting 7.3 keV conversion electrons (CEMS) with the penetration depth about 200 nm. As a source the was used. To observe the surface layer, Integral Low-Energy Electron Mössbauer Spectroscopy (ILEEMS) was applied as well. ILEEMS is a variant of Mössbauer spectroscopy in which lowenergy electrons are counted. The majority of these electrons, with energy of about 10 eV, are produced by after effects following the decay of the probe nuclei in an extremely thin surface layer (few nanometers) of the absorber [8] . All obtained spectra were analyzed using CONFIT program package [9] and calibration of velocity scale is done by a standard thin -iron foil at RT.
The magnetic properties of the near-surface regions were checked by methods based on the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). Measured MOKE hysteresis loops of Kerr rotations detecting the longitudinal magnetization component in the sample plane and in the plane of incidence are obtained at the incident angle of 60 in the case of s-polarized incident red light, which penetrates only about a few tens of nm into the material depth. Application of magnetic field parallel and perpendicular to the axis of 5 mm long square ribbons is suitable for magnetic anisotropy investigations. Moreover, the hysteresis loop measurements are followed by the surface magnetic domains observations using the MO microscopy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Surface hysteresis loops measured using MOKE from both ribbon sides are shown in Figs. 1(a), (b) . Both kinds of experiments, when external magnetic field is generated parallel (solid lines) and perpendicular (perp-dashed lines) to the ribbon axis, reveal double-switch hysteresis loops that, in accordance with the results of XRD and CEMS presented in next paragraphs, correspond to the switching of magnetically harder nanocrystals (coercive field ) embedded in the softer amorphous matrix with . Values of slightly differ at both sides moving around 7 Oe, while 13 Oe and 16 Oe corresponding to were measured at wheel and air side in parallel configuration. Rotations of the sample by 90 (perp configuration) causes not only a little increase of values, but strongly influences also the remanent magnetization of the curves. Steep increase in on the air side indicates the direction of easy magnetization axis perpendicular to the ribbon. Conversely, dashed loop obtained on the wheel side detects harder magnetization axis.
Magnetic anisotropy behavior is also visible from the domains patterns observed on the air ribbon side, see Fig. 1(d) . Nearly strip domains captured at small magnetic field in the longitudinal configuration indicate, similar as shapes of the hysteresis loops, the easier magnetization axis perpendicular to the ribbon. The ribbon roughness visible from the domain picture and from the SCAN observation in Figs. 1(d) and 2 , respectively, becomes at both sides approximately one order lower in comparison to the original FeMoCuB ribbons. Unfortunately, grid structure of the surface caused by the quenching wheel and higher roughness due to air pockets (right subplot of Fig. 2 ) exclude the domains observations on the wheel side.
The fact, that the crystalline phases penetrate much deeper into the material depth then in FeMoCuB alloys, was confirmed by etching of the ribbon surface in concentrated acid. In connection with these experiments we found out that ribbon surfaces exhibit relatively high corrosion resistance. Extinction of double-switched hysteresis loops and decrease in the coercive field towards the (see Fig. 1(c) ) is observed after 6 s of etching procedure. The weight of the ribbon established before and after etching is recalculated for the depth of removed surface and roughly estimates the thickness of the crystalline phase to 8 m from each side. The XRD and GIXRD diffraction patterns are depicted in Fig. 3 . They clearly show a presence of the sharp crystalline peaks superimposed on broad amorphous halo. The peaks, better resolved in GIXRD patterns, correspond with the , detected also in near-surface regions of original FeMoCuB ribbons, and additional phases, denoted by " " and " " in Fig. 3 . The stage of crystallization is more outstanding at the air side (Fig. 3 left) . A row estimation of a content of crystalline phase based on line profile analysis gives 32% for air side and 16% for wheel side of the ribbon sample. A size of nanocrystals determined using the Scherrer equation [10] ranges between 25 nm up to 85 nm.
Mössbauer spectroscopy supplies complementary information on the structure of the samples. The CEMS and ILEEMS spectra taken from the wheel side of a ribbon are summarized in Fig. 4 . The six broad lines spectra, characteristic of a highly disordered magnetic phase, were analyzed by two distributions of hyperfine inductions based on model of an amorphous structure formed by short-range ordered regions (clusters). The Fe and Ni rich clusters are represented by high-field component and the clusters with prevailing non-magnetic atoms by low-field component . Moreover, the double line component detected approximately in the middle of CEMS and ILEEMS spectra of the sample in the AQ state (Fig. 4(a), (b) ) corresponds to the paramagnetic (denoted paramag in Table I ) component, the content of which in the CEMS spectrum is approximately 3%, while in the ILEEMS 7%. All hyperfine parameters obtained from measured spectra analysis are summarized in Table I. As can be seen, there is no important difference in the hyperfine parameters between CEMS and ILEEMS results in the AQ state of sample except the parameter. While the magnetic moments prefer random orientation at the surface (ILEEMS), the (CEMS) reflects the orientation of magnetic moments in the ribbon plane, so perpendicular to the -rays. The phase , visible in the diffraction patterns, is ferromagnetic with the hyperfine induction of approx. 25 T [11] close to mean value of hyperfine induction of the . Its Mössbauer spectrum is overlapped by broadened spectrum of amorphous phase. Similarly a spectrum of the is "hidden" in the spectrum of the amorphous phase. The paramagnetic doublet could represent some type of Fe (Ni, Mo) oxide, but its more precise identification is not possible from present investigations.
The etching of the sample in the solution of 100 ml and 10 ml for 4 h has fully removed the paramagnetic phase as confirmed by ILEEMS measurement in Fig. 4(c) . Moreover, a substantial increase in component (approximately 2.5 times in comparison to AQ samples) and corresponding decrease in component (about 1.4 times) were observed. The values of the hyperfine parameters presented in Table I for wheel side did not significantly change on the air side. The main observed difference is in the relative representation of paramagnetic component, which increased to 16% (CEMS). This findings indirectly supports assumption that paramagnetic component represents the oxide phase. The higher tendency to oxidation and/or higher corrosion rate embodies very often the wheel side of ribbons as a consequence of its larger roughness. On the other hand a higher degree of the surface crystallization causes higher oxidation susceptibility in comparison with the amorphous phase [12] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The existence of ferromagnetic and crystalline phases in the near-surface region of the as-prepared alloy was observed at the air and wheel 
